Our homes should be the place where we feel calm and at
peace, inducing feelings of serenity and reassurance.
Nothing says “home” more than the universal building
material of bricks. Whether used as a striking statement, a
classic connection to a heritage look or as a contemporary,
sleek and modern design. But what about for a calming and
tranquil home design?
Zen by Nature is a new premium range of softly muted-toned
bricks that draws inspiration from nature to create an organic
yet modern look. Each brick, with its own carefully curated
and peaceful shade, delivers a rawer feel to the surface
texture and is finished with a hint of fine white sand to soften
the appearance and reflect light.
Aligning to a more Zen-inspired take on the Back to Nature
trend, our new brick range blends well with more elemental
design cues such as wood and stone and light and neutral
surfaces. Ultimately, this brings out the inherent, natural
beauty of the brick without appearing overdressed.

SALT
A raw, cool white with an intentional, uneven colouring to enhance
movement and a play on light.

GINSENG
The most neutral colour of the range, this organic, grounded tone is
the perfect background palette for a Zen-inspired base shade.

GREEN TEA
A slightly-warmed earthy green/grey tone, which works particularly
well with the warmth and texture of wood, pebble or stone features.

AGAVE
A muted grey/green that takes cues from cool-toned garden greenery,
making it fresh yet soft and supple.

MUD BATH
Taking inspiration from cool earthiness, this shade will ground a
Zen-inspired design, while its raw texture makes it balanced and neutral.
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zen by nature delivers a fresh ,

textured , zen - inspired brick palette ,
symbolic of natural beauty .

a brick that portrays aesthetic softness

Who knew a hard-surfaced brick could contribute to creating a home
infused with softness? Our bricks mix a light, muted tonality with a
slightly sanded texture to create a softer appearance than other bricks.

a calming colour palette

Our colour palette ranges from white and elemental neutrals to cooling
green and grey botanicals and earthy, grounded organics. These five
harmonious tones induce a sense of serenity and calmness.

the touch and feel of nature

Nothing embraces a harmonious connection with nature than a natural,
textured surface. To that end, our bricks have a fine, light sand grain
infused into a raw, slightly irregular surface.

a play on natural light

Those fine grains of sand on the brick’s surface contribute to a unique
play on light from sunlight across different times of the day. This adds to
the natural beauty and notion of serenity.

Mud Bath Zen by Nature

CREATE
a more zen - inspired home

Living at the high pace of today’s daily grind can take its toll. So, it’s no surprise
that there is a movement towards creating more tranquil and calming interiors in
our homes. A back-to-nature style is a minimalist philosophy, making use of natural
materials, light and space.
Key components of this style are warm woods, clean lines and muted earthy tones
from raw materials such as brick or stone.

Green Tea Zen by Nature

Ginseng Zen by Nature

"A zen-inspired home is all about tonality and
texture. Utilise a harmonious colour palette
and create interest with contrasting textures.
Make natural materials a focus while
including elements such as lush foliage to
bring your zen-inspired home to life."
- Bree Leech, Interior Designer

THINGS TO CONSIDER
•	Flow is important, think open and
unrestricted spaces where rooms
seemingly dissolve into each other.

•	Consider a water feature not just for the
aesthetic but for the sensory sensation
the sound of trickling water creates.

•	Tonal palettes are always soothing.
Add some greenery whilst borrowing a
few earthy tones to bring a gentle warmth
to your neutral brick wall backdrop.

•	Have less and love more. Minimalism
itself is a concept that creates a sense
of calmness.

•	Bring the outdoors in and create visual
therapy with the aid of floor to ceiling
glass which highlights some greenery
or a beautiful feature tree.
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Tranquillity is not only created with interior design
and landscaping but by using more sustainable
building materials, textures and surfaces for the
complete, authentic experience.
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